
ADVANTAGES OF NATIONAL SERVICE

On March 1, in a speech at Rutgers, President Clinton took us all up to the mountaintop and showed us his vision for a
program of national.

It violates the idea of personal freedom. For instance, the market and government cannot always fully and
flexibly respond to environmental challengesâ€”consider how an organization like Hurricane Sandy New
Jersey Relief Fund sprang to action in the wake of that catastrophe, or how AmeriCares responded to the Gulf
Oil Spill of  Compulsory military service is simply another one of those sacrifices. By serving first, the
participants also would bring with them to college motivation and experience sure to enrich the learning
environment and thus benefit them, the student body, and the institution, as did the students under the GI Bill.
Straightforward by nameâ€”compare the costs of a program with its benefits and invest in it so long as the
latter outweigh the formerâ€”cost-benefit analysis is more tricky in practice. When being a citizen requires
specific demands to secure the rights that everyone enjoys, then it allows everyone to appreciate more of what
they have at home. By the time the United States reached the Vietnam conflict, many were focused on the
disadvantages more than the positives that can occur with compulsory military service. National service offers
the prospect of becoming much more than simply a better system of student financial aid. There are more than
43 million people of retirement age. Results showed that the benefits derived from the program were topped
by enhancement of skills on basic leadership with emphases on the ability to listen and ability to communicate
which were rated very important and very much benefited among other training aspects of the program. If
given a choice between hiring someone straight from college or an individual with years of practical
experience, most hiring manager choose the latter option. But the best news is the effect that it will have on
students as students and on our educational institutions as educational institutions. That is why some people
refuse to serve, even if that means they violate the law. Decades of school reforms and volumes of school
effectiveness literature have produced very thin gruel as to what would help these students learn more
efficiently. Meanwhile, studies of incentives show some promise. You will get to see the world. There are
individuals in every country who will not follow a conscription order, no matter what the government tries to
do to that person. If you were to decide to stay through retirement after conscription, then you can take the
benefit with you when leaving the military. From a college president's perspective, the educational value of
national service could be even greater than the economic value - and the economic value could be immense.
Many are motivated by nothing more than the desire to help their communities. Communities, meanwhile,
stand to gain from improvements in local servicesâ€”most notably in schoolsâ€”as many seniors provide
tutoring and educational assistance. Nevertheless, the fundamental evidence for national service is built on
cost-benefit analysis, and it shows that the economic value of national service far exceeds its costs. The people
who serve get to learn a variety of new skills that they can take with them throughout their life. They suggest
that many individuals are unaware of the possibility of doing service; that social and peer norms can be very
influential; and that there are some policy options to encourage donations. Early economic evaluations of
national service have typically focused on the value of the time spent by the participants in relation to the
output provided. For 33 years after , even during times of peace, men were drafted to fill vacancies in the
armed forces that voluntary sign-ups could not accomplish. Moreover, most service programs could easily
expand and thereby reduce the cost per service member. The value of service is reflected in whatever it would
have cost to buy this output privately. Yet as much as these youth need greater cognitive skills, they need
noncognitive or socio-emotional skills to an even greater extent. But they also help build a strong future
workforce that is socially conscious, motivated, innovative, tenacious and talented. Unlike a wartime draft,
this program would rely on a cultural norm that service is expected. Tallying the benefits is more complicated.


